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Abstract—In multi-zone indoor spaces with thermal dependencies between zones and limited heating/cooling sources,
choosing optimal zonal thermostat or heat input settings is
often not enough to attain desired zonal temperatures. In
such scenarios, simple changes that affect the thermal transfer
between different zones, or between the individual zones and
the ambient – actuated through opening/closing of doors and
windows, for example – can significantly improve the the zonal
temperatures or reduce energy costs. In this paper, we consider
the problem of determining how the thermal flow in-between
the different zones of the indoor space, or between the zones
and the ambient, should be adapted towards improving the
overall thermal environment in the multi-zone space. Despite
the complex structure of the problem, we show how such the
question of optimal zonal heat transfer adaptation – which
involves determining the optimal zonal heat input settings
as well – can be formulated and solved efficiently. We also
determine conditions under which the problem has a convex
structure. Finally, we evaluate the benefits of zonal heat transfer
adaptation through simulations on a dynamic thermal model
of a 6-zone indoor space. Our results show that zonal heat
transfer adaptation can result in significant improvement of
zonal temperatures and/or energy costs, particularly when not
all zones are equipped with heat sources.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Improving occupant comfort in an indoor environment is
typically associated with increased energy cost. Therefore,
attaining the optimal thermal environment in indoor spaces
would require modeling and optimizing the trade-off between
the comfort and energy costs. Attaining this balance in multioccupant multi-zone spaces (such as shared office and dorm
spaces, and even residential buildings), is challenging due to
several reasons. Firstly, the desired temperature preferences
of the occupants of the indoor space are often in conflict with
each other. Secondly, there are complex thermal dependencies
between the different “zones” of the space, due to the natural
flow of heat (air) between adjacent zones. Thirdly, some
zones may not be equipped with heating/cooling sources, and
therefore their thermal environment may not be controllable
via direct means. Due to the last two reasons, even if the
occupants occupy different zones in the indoor space, it may
not be possible for the building thermal management system
(BTMS) to attain the occupants’ desired temperatures in their
respective zones.
In the literature, a variety of methods have been proposed
towards improving occupant comfort. For example, a model
predictive method using surface level weather forecasts and
multi-tiered implementation strategy is proposed in [1]. A

HVAC control framework that integrates environmental data
with the human physiological and behavioral data obtained
using different wearable devices is proposed in [2]. The
authors in [3] use model predictive control with a zone
operative temperature comfort metric that accounts for radiative impacts on comfort. The authors in [4] consider the
estimation of distributed parameters of a multi-room building
towards maximizing observability and controllability. Our
prior work on indoor thermal environment control [5], [6], [7]
have focused on optimizing the trade-off between aggregate
user discomfort and total energy usage in the building.
While the optimization problem in that case has a convex
structure, the goal of these prior work has been the design
of incentive mechanisms and distributed control algorithms
to a) elicit truthful comfort preference feedback from the
occupants, b) attain a thermal consensus between occupants
of the shared space, and c) converge to the optimal zonal
temperatures under the thermal dynamics of the space. These
prior solutions optimize the BTMS operations (through the
zonal thermostat settings or heat inputs) for the indoor space,
when the heat transfer settings between the different zones,
and between the zones and the ambient, are assumed to be
given (unchangeable).
In this paper, we recognize that there is often some
flexibility associated with these zonal heat transfer (ZHT)
settings - which can be attained by simply opening the doors
or windows associated with the zones, or controlling the
direction or speed of fans installed for air/heat exchange
between zones - and aim to utilize it for attaining better zonal
temperatures and reducing energy cost. In fact, in certain
scenarios the desired zonal temperatures may not even be
attainable without ZHT adaptation (i.e., with thermostat/heat
input control alone). This is often the case when the number
of control elements (heat inputs or thermostat controls) is
less than the number of thermal zones. In other scenarios,
where the desired zonal temperatures is attainable through
thermostat/heat input control, ZHT adaptation could help in
reducing energy usage.
We make the following contributions in this paper. Firstly,
we formulate the problem zonal heat transfer (ZHT) adaptation as a non-linear optimization question under steady
state conditions of the thermal dynamics, derived on the
basis of a RC thermal model of the system. We then utilize
some structural properties of the model to show how the
complexity of finding the optimal solution can be reduced

significantly. Towards that end, we first show that the problem
of joint determination of optimal ZHT settings and heat
input vector is equivalent to a reduced-order problem of only
determining the ZHT settings optimally. Secondly, we show
that under a limiting condition of the parameter that dictates
the trade-off between energy cost and thermal discomfort,
our optimization objective has a convex structure that allows solution using standard convex optimization techniques.
Thirdly, we show how the dimensionality and complexity of
the model/problem further reduces in a “thin wall” scenario,
and when all zones are equipped with heat sources. Finally,
we demonstrate the benefits of using ZHT adaptation – in
terms of zonal temperature deviations from desired settings,
and total energy usage – on a realistic 6-zone indoor space
model based on our test facility in Watervliet, NY.
II. M ODEL AND F ORMULATION
A. Electrical Analogy based Heat Transfer model
Before formulating the problem of optimal ZHT adaptation, we describe the heat transfer model that we use in
our study. In the literature, multiple strategies have been
proposed to model the thermal dynamics of a building. These
include finite element method based model [8], lumped mass
and energy transfer model [9] and models based on the
electric circuit analogy of a thermal system [10], [11]. In this
paper, we will utilize this thermal model based on electrical
circuit analogy, which we found to be quite effective in
modeling and analyzing related problems in our prior work
[6], [5], [12]. In this model, each room acts as a thermal
capacitor and the walls form an RC network. The zones in
a system are interconnected with the resistances to form a
lump heat transfer model. This results in the standard lumped
3R2C wall model [11]. The heat flow modeling is based on
temperature difference and thermal resistance: Q = DT /R,
where DT is the temperature difference, R is the thermal
resistance and Q is the heat transferred across the resistance.
In this model, let the temperature of a ith capacitor be
Ti and let there be n thermal capacitors interconnected by l
thermal resistors. Let T• be a scalar representing the ambient
temperature. Then the heat transfer model of a system with
m zones, of which k ( m) zones are equipped with heat
sources, is given by [13]:
CṪ = DR 1 DT T

DR 1 doT T• + B̃u,

(1)

where T 2 Rn is the temperature vector of the thermal capacitors in the 3R2C model (which includes the rooms/zones
as well), u 2 Rk is the vector of heat inputs into the different
zones of the space, and B̃ is the corresponding n ⇥ k input
matrix with only 0 and 1 elements. In the above equation,
C 2 Rn⇥n consists of the zone and wall capacitances and is
a diagonal positive definite matrix; R 2 Rl⇥l consists of the
thermal resistors in the system and is a diagonal positive
definite matrix as well. Also, D 2 Rn⇥l is the incidence
matrix, mapping the system capacitances to the resistors,
and is of full row rank [14], and DR 1 d0T 2 Rn is a
column vector with non-zero elements denoting the thermal

conductances of nodes connected to the ambient. Also, note
that (T, u) are functions of time (T (t), u(t)) and accordingly
Ṫ = dT
dt . Note that positive values of u correspond to heating
the system while negative values of u correspond to cooling.
The vector of zone temperatures, denoted by y (which is a
function of T ) can be expressed as
y = BT T,
(2)
where B is an m⇥n matrix with only 0 and 1 elements. While
multiple heat inputs in a any zone can be clubbed together
into a single heat input for that zone, some zones may not
have any heat inputs. Therefore, B̃ may be “smaller than” B,
i.e., k  m. Apart from this difference, our model is the same
as that used in our prior work [6], [5], [12]. In practice, it
is typical for only some of the zones to be equipped with
heat inputs (heating/cooling units). This is also the scenario
(k < m) where zonal heat transfer adaptation can make a
major difference in the zonal temperatures attained and/or
the total energy consumed, as we will see later.
B. Optimization Objective
The zonal heat transfers can be adapted only by adjusting
the thermal resistances in R in (1). For ease of exposition
and analysis, we represent (1) in terms of the conductance
matrix Q = R 1 . Note that each element in Q is simply the
conductance (inverse of the resistance) of the corresponding
resistive element of R. Since we pose the optimization
objective under steady state conditions, setting Ṫ = 0 in
(1) yields T = ( DQDT ) 1 (DQdoT T• + B̃u). Defining matrix
A = (DQDT ) 1 , and vector L• = DQdoT , we have the
following steady state condition:
T = A 1 (L• T• + B̃u).
(3)
Note that in general Q includes conductances associated with
the internal as well as the external walls. Some of these
conductances may not be adjustable, e.g., fixed walls with
no doors of windows in them. In general, opening (closing)
of a door or window results in a increase (decrease) of the
conductance associated with that wall. Further, all doors and
windows may not be opened or closed due to privacy or
security reasons, or simply occupant preference. Let q be the
vector of all conductances in the system, and q represents the
set over which q is constrained to vary. We¯ assume that q
is in the form of box constraints, [qmin , qmax ]. Note that this¯
[qmin , qmax ] range depends on the maximum and minimum
open/close settings of the doors and windows; if the resistance (conductance) of a particular element (wall) cannot be
adapted, then for that particular element i, qmin,i = qmax,i .
We assume that the vectors qmin , qmax can be learned by
the thermal management system through a model estimation
process – based on zonal temperature measurements collected
over time – as in our prior work [12].
We assume that each of the m zones has a desired
temperature (possibly determined based on the occupants’
preferences). Let ŷ denote that desired zonal temperature
vector. Let q̂ be a desired conductance level, which may
correspond to a preferred setting of the controllable doors
and windows. Then our optimization objective is defined as

miny,u,q ||y ŷ||2 + a||u||2 + b ||q
s.t. (2), (3), and q 2 q .
¯
III. A NALYSIS

q̂ ||2

(4)

The problem posed in (4) is a complex optimization
question. In this section, we will provide methods that can
reduce the complexity of solving the problem, so that it can
be solved exactly in reasonable computation time. Since ŷ
may be calculated based on the preferences of the occupants
occupying each zone [6], this problem may need to be resolved every time there is a change in user occupancy in
any zone. Part of the complexity of the problem is due to
its dependence on three sets of variables (vectors) T, u, q .
We will progressively reduce this problem to one that only
involves q , and then study the structural properties of the
reduced problem. Our first step to reducing complexity is to
use (2) and (3) to replace y (as a function of u, q ) in (4). With
this, and recognizing the dependence of matrix A and vector
G• on q , we can re-express the our optimization objective
in (4) as
minu,q J(u, q ) = ||BT A 1 (q )(L• (q )T• + B̃u) ŷ||2
+ a||u||2 + b ||q

q̂ ||2

q 2 q.
¯
(5)
It is worth noting that if the zonal heat transfer parameters
are all assumed given, then A and L• are constant, and
(5) involves only optimization over u, which is a quadratic
programming problem and can be solved efficiently. In
general, however, A(q ) = DQ(q )DT , and vector L• (q ) =
DQ(q )doT , are functions of q . Note that while A(q ) and
L• (q ) are linear functions of q , A 1 (q ) that appears in the
objective J(u, q ) can be a complex function of q .
The next step in reducing our optimization problem to a
simpler form is to express the optimal u in (5) as a function of
q , u⇤ (q ). Let g(q ) = minu J(u, q ) = J(u⇤ (q ), q ). Clearly, our
optimization problem in (5), minu,q J(u, q ), can be expressed
as minq 2[qmin ,qmax ] g(q ). Optimizing J(u, q ) over u for a given
q results in
u⇤ = (aIk + PT P) 1 PT (ŷ BT A 1 L• T• ),
(6)
where P = BT A 1 B̃,
and Ik is an k ⇥ k identity matrix. The dependency of u⇤ on q
is realized be recognizing that P, A and L• are all functions
of q .
Plugging u⇤ from (6) in the objective function of (5),
following some algebraic manipulation, we obtain g(q ) as
g(q ) = aZ T (q )(a(PT (q )P(q )) 1 + Ik ) 1 Z(q )
s.t.

+ b ||q

q̂ ||2 ,

BT A 1 (q )L• (q )T• ),
(7)
and P+ is the pseudo-inverse of the m ⇥ k matrix P =
BT A 1 B̃, which has a full rank k  m. Note that P+ P = Ik .
Further note that PT P is positive definite, and the terms
(aIk + PT P) 1 in (6) and (a(PT P) 1 + Ik ) 1 in (7) exist.
Defining Q = (a(PT P) 1 + Ik ) 1 , g(q ) is expressed as
g(q ) = aZ T (q )Q(q )Z(q )+b ||q q̂ ||2 . Note that for “small”
where Z(q ) = P+ (q )(ŷ

a, Q(q ) approaches 1, and therefore g(q ) approaches
aZ T (q )Z(q ) + b ||q q̂ ||2 , a quadratic form in Z(q ), plus a
quadratic term in q . However, note that Z(q ) can potentially
be a complex function of q . We however show below that
for “sufficiently small” a, g(q ) is convex.
Define
f (q )
=
Z T (q )Q(q )Z(q )
=
T
T
1
1
Z (q )(a(P (q )P(q )) + Ik ) Z(q ). It can be shown
that ||—2 f (q )||, the L2 -norm of the Hessian of the function
f (q ), is bounded for all q 2 q = [qmin , qmax ], under the
reasonable assumption that qmin¯ > 0, i.e., the capacitance
values of all resistors in our model are bounded away
from zero. Let L be an upper bound on this norm, i.e.,
L = maxq 2q ||—2 f (q )||.
¯

Proposition III.1. For all a satisfying 0 < a < 2b
L , g(q ) as
expressed in (7) is strictly convex in q , and the optimization
problem minq 2q g(q ) has a unique optimizer q ⇤ .
¯

Proof. To show that g(q ) is strictly convex in q 2 q , it
suffices to show that —2 g(q ) is positive definite for¯ all
q 2 q . If we define h(q ) = ||q q̂ ||2 , we have —2 g(q ) =
a—2 f¯ (q ) + b —2 h(q ) = a—2 f (q ) + 2b Il . Since —2 f (q ) and
Il are both Hermitian, from Weyl’s theorem it follows that
for any given q , lmin (—2 g) and lmin (—2 f ), the minimum
eigenvalues of —2 g(q ) and —2 f (q ), respectively, are related
by
lmin (—2 g) = almin (—2 f ) + 2b .

(8)

Next we argue that lmin (—2 f ) (which depends of q , since
f is a function of q ) is lower-bounded (i.e., can not be
arbitrarily negative) for any q 2 q = [qmin , qmax ], when
qmin > 0. Towards that end, we first¯ argue that ||—2 f (q )||
is upper bounded. Recall that f (q ) = Z T (q )Q(q )Z(q ) =
Z T (q )(a(PT (q )P(q )) 1 + Ik ) 1 Z(q ), where Z(q ) is defined
as in (7), P(q ) is given by (6), and P+ the pseudo-inverse of
P, is obtained as P+ = (PT P) 1 PT . The derivation of —2 f (q )
is fairly tedious, and the final expression is quite complex.
From the definition of P(q ), Z(q ), and the fact that G• (q ) =
DA(q )d0T , we note however that f (q ) depends on q only
through the matrices A(q ), A 1 (q ). Assuming qmin > 0 (and
obviously qmax < •), the matrix A(q ) is positive definite
and symmetric, and therefore has positive (and bounded)
eigenvalues µi , i = 1, · · · n, The eigenvalues of the matrix
A 1 (q ) are then µ1i , i = 1, · · · , n, which are therefore positive
and bounded as well. Therefore, ||A(q )|| and ||A 1 (q )|| are
bounded for all q 2 q . Note further that since A = DQDT ,
¯ q , q of q , ∂ A is a constant matrix,
for any two components
i j
∂ qi
2

1

and ∂ q∂i ∂Aq j = 0. Further note that ∂∂Aqi = A 1 ∂∂qAi A 1 . These
imply that all elements of the Hessian —2 f (q ) can be
expressed in terms of A(q ), A 1 (q ) and constant matrices.
Since ||A(q )|| and ||A 1 (q )|| are bounded (since they have
bounded eigenvalues) for all q 2 q , it follows that ||—2 f (q )||
¯ L = max
2
is upper bounded for all q 2 q , i.e.,
q 2q ||— f (q )||
¯
¯
2
is finite. This implies that |lmin (— f )|  L, which implies
lmin (—2 f )
L for all q 2 q .
¯
Using lmin (—2 f )
L in (8), we get lmin (—2 g)
aL +
2b , which is strictly positive when a < 2b
.
This
implies
that
L

all eigenvalues of —2 g are positive, and hence —2 g(q ) is
positive definite, for all q 2 q .
¯
Note that when g(q ) is convex, the optimum zonal heat
transfer setting q ⇤ that attains the minimum in minq 2q g(q )
¯
can be computed efficiently by standard convex optimization
2b
methods. While the bound L required for strict convexity
of g(q ) (as stated in Proposition III.1) is typically very
conservative, our experiments suggest that standard optimization solvers converge quickly and yield good solutions
for the problem minq 2q g(q ) for a wide range of a. It is
¯
noteworthy however, that
the best relative performance of
zonal heat transfer adaptation (over no zonal heat transfer
adaptation) occurs when a is relatively small (as we will
see in Section IV), which is what one might want to use in
practice. Since g(q ) is strictly convex for small values of a,
our optimization problem should be efficiently solvable in
this useful range of a.
We conclude this section by identifying some practical
scenarios and assumptions under which the computation
of q ⇤ , u⇤ is further simplified. In the 3R2C model (which
considers capacitances associated with all walls), the number
of capacitance elements in the model (n) can be quite large.
Under a “thin wall” assumption, which assumes walls have
negligible heat retaining capacity, only the zones contribute
to capacitors in the model. Thus n = m, and therefore T = y,
which reduces the complexity of the model quite significantly. As an example, for the 6-zone building model shown
in Figure 1 (which will be used in our simulation based
evaluation is Section IV), under this “thin wall” our model
comprises of 6 capacitors (one for each zone 1, · · · , 6) and 14
resistors (one from each of the zones to the outside, and one
across each wall between adjacent zones). Since B = Im = In
(an identity matrix) in this case, P = BT A 1 B̃ = A 1 B̃ in the
expressions and analysis provided earlier.
Additionally, if each zone is equipped with a heat input,
then k = m. In this case, B̃ = Ik = Im = In . Further, P = A 1 ,
and P+ = A. Therefore, Z(q ) = (A(q )ŷ L• (q )T• ). Since
both A(q ) and L• (q ) are linear in q , Z(q ) is linear in q as
well. In this special case, g(q ) reduces to
g(q ) = a (A(q )ŷ L• (q )T• )T ⇥ (aA 2 (q ) + I) 1
(9)
⇥ (A(q )ŷ L• (q )T• ).

Figure 1:

Layout of our test facility in Watervliet, NY, that consists of 6 zones.
Zones 1-5 are rooms with windows to the outside (ambient), and doors to the central
corridor. The central corridor (zone 6) has a door to the outside. Our experiments were
run on an RC thermal model of this test facility, where the model parameters were
learned (estimated) from temperature measurements from the different zones.

IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of adapting
the zonal heat transfer (ZHT) settings through experimental
evaluation in the multi-zone indoor space model described
in Figure 1. The details of the the testbed facility and the
corresponding RC model can be found in [15]. Briefly, the
testbed consists of 6 zones with in a larger enclosure (which
simulates ambient around the indoor system). The enclosure
has heating sources to simulate the ambient temperature T• .
Rooms 1 to 5 (zones 1 to 5) have a dedicated heating source,
along with doors to the central corridor (zone 6) and windows
to the ambient. The central corridor (zone 6) also has a door
opening to the ambient. Multiple temperature sensors are
placed with in each zone. We conducted experiments on a
model of this system under various configurations of the heat
input elements: from a case where all zones have heat input
elements in them to scenarios where only a few of them zones
can be heated/cooled directly. ZHT adaptation improved our
system objective (as described in (4)) in all cases. ZHT
adaptation was observed to be particularly beneficial when
one or more zones do not have a heating source. This is
not surprising: when some of the zones are not attached to
a heat source, they can only be heated/cooled indirectly (by
heat flows from other zones and/or from the ambient) by
opening the the doors and/or windows, chosen appropriately.
Our formulation and solution, as described earlier in the
paper, helps determine which doors and windows should be
opened in all these cases to make the ZHT adaptation most
effective.
In the experimental results shown below, the desired
zonal temperature vector ŷ is chosen as follows: ŷ =
[70, 70, 65, 70, 70, 65]. We present the results for two scenarios. In scenario 1, only zone 6 does not have an attached
heat input source. In scenario 2, in addition to zone 6,
zone 5 also does not have an attached heat input source.
Since we consider cooling to be negative heat input, a heat
input source can provide both heating and cooling to the
zone it is attached to. We work with an RC thermal of the
system under a “thin wall” assumption which ignores all
wall capacitances, i.e., only considers capacitances for the
6 zones in the model. This is a reasonable assumption for
our testbed (and in many scenarios in practice) and greatly
reduces model complexity. In the results shown below, the
ambient temperature T• = 80F which is used simulate mildly
warm conditions and is assumed to be constant. The limits of
the conductance values associated with the opening/closing
of doors and windows were estimated by analyzing the data
collected from the experimental testbed under fully open and
closed door/window configurations.
For the case of no ZHT adaptation, the optimal heat input
vector u⇤ can be calculated directly from (6) for a given
q (default setting). The default setting corresponds to the
scenario where all doors and windows are closed, resulting
in minimal heat transfer between the different zones, and
between the zones and the ambient. For the case with ZHT
adaptation, the optimal ZHT values (conductances) are calculated by optimizing g(q ) expressed in (7) subject to the limits
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[qmin , qmax ] using MATLAB. Once the optimum conductance
value (q ⇤ ) has been computed, the corresponding optimal
heat input vector (u⇤ ) is calculated directly from (6) for that
q ⇤ . The dynamic response of the system is them simulated
using the system dynamics described in (1)-(2) to confirm
whether the actual zonal temperatures reach values predicted
by our steady-state analysis.
Note that the value of a signifies the relative importance
given to the energy usage vs the temperature deviation from
the desired values. Since from (2), (3), we have y ⇠ BT A 1 B̃u,
it is easy to see that to make the temperature deviation
(occupant discomfort) cost ||y ŷ||2 and energy cost ||u||2
of the same order, a ⇠ ||A 2 ||. For the values over which
the matrix A(q ) varies in our experiments, the range of
a ⇠ 10 6 to 10 4 . For teh results shown below, therefore,
a is varied over this range. Also note that for the purpose
of comparison, we have used a very small value of b so that
the solution of (4) is not affected by the term b ||q q̂ ||2 .
For scenario 1 (only zone 6 is not equipped with a
heat source), Figure 2a shows the improvement in the
total objective function due to the use of ZHT adaptation,
for different values of a. The total objective corresponds
to ||y ŷ||2 + a||u||2 since the b ||q q̂ ||2 term in (4) in
negligible in our case. The percentage improvement in the
objective function due to ZHT adaptation is approximately
66% for smaller values of a. This difference decreases with
a but is always positive, as expected. From Figure 2b, we
observe that the amount of energy used by the two cases
(with and without ZHT adaptation) is approximately same,
except when a is very small. However, the impact on the
temperature deviation (Figure 2c) is quite significant: the
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Figure 4: Zonal temperature dynamics under scenario 1 (only zone 6 does not have a
heat source), with ZHT method being used from 1200 secs with the corresponding zonal
temperature getting nearer to the desired temperature vector Td = [70, 70, 65, 70, 70, 65]

deviation from the desired zonal temperature settings (ŷ) is
much smaller with ZHT adaptation. As a result of ZHT
adaptation, doors of room 3 and 4 are completely opened
and the rest are closed.
ZHT adaptation also helps in scenario 2 (i.e. both zones 5
and 6 are not attached to a heat source), as shown in Figure
3a. ZHT adaptation results in complete opening of all the
room doors. The total objective results represented by figure
3a shows that the benefits of ZHT adaptation is even more
pronounced in this case, as compared to scenario 1. However,
in this scenario, the heat energy used ZHT adaptation is more
than than with no ZHT adaptation, although the difference
decreases as a increases. However the corresponding temper-

ature deviation is much better with ZHT adaptation, across
the entire range of a values considered. The improvement
in the temperature deviation metric ||y ŷ||2 with ZHT
adaptation more than compensates for the increase in energy
cost, resulting in a lower total objective, even for small values
of a. This also confirms the intuition that with less heat
input sources, ZHT adaptation can be useful in getting the
temperatures to be much closer to the desired values, perhaps
at the expense of a small amount of additional energy.
Figure 4 shows the zonal temperature dynamics evolution
under scenario 1 in which room 6 do not have a heating
source. At time t = 0, the optimal heat inputs were applied
for the initial ZHT configuration (all doors and windows
closed). Then, once the zonal temperatures have all settled
down to their optimal values with no ZHT adaptation, about
t = 1200, the ZHT method was turned on and the system
was allowed to reach a new steady state. It can be observed
from Figure 4 that with ZHT adaptation, we are quite close
to the desired temperature for zone 3 (⇠ 65 F), whereas
without ZHT adaptation, this temperature is off by 5 F. At
the same time, the temperature in zone 6 is much closer to the
desired temperature (⇠ 67 ) with ZHT adaptation. Without
ZHT adaptation, we were only able to achieve ⇠ 70 F in
zone 6, where the desired temperature is 65 F. While better
zone temperatures are attained at the cost of increased energy
(we used a small value of a = 10 6 in this case), this example
demonstrates that with ZHT adaptation we may be able to
attain desired zonal temperatures that are unattainable by
optimizing the heat inputs alone.
The results shown so far are for a specific choice of the
desired zonal temperature vector ŷ. In order to demonstrate
the usefulness of ZHT adaptation in more general scenarios,
we have have simulated over 1000 randomly generated ŷ
vectors. In these simulations, each element of ŷ takes a
random value between 70 F to 80 F. For scenario 1 (only
zone 6 without heat source) the mean total objective (as
described in (4)) was obtained as 5.4 and 11.4, with standard
deviation of 6.1 and 10.23, for the cases of with and without
ZHT adaptation, respectively. For scenario 2 (zones 5 and
6 without heat source) mean total objective was obtained as
16.3 and 36.2, with standard deviation of 14.8 and 26.3, for
the cases of with and without ZHT adaptation, respectively.
This further demonstrates that ZHT adaptation is able to
improve the objective of (4) significantly, both in terms of
its mean and variance, over random choices of the preferred
temperature vector ŷ.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored the benefits of adapting the
zonal heat transfer (ZHT) rates between the adjacent zones
of a multi-zone indoor space to attain temperatures close
to the desired zonal temperatures compared to no ZHT
adaptation. In this work, we formulated the problem of
determining the optimal ZHT configurations under steady
state condition using a thermal model derived using electrical
circuit analogy. While the solution of the problem requires
joint determination of the optimal ZHT settings and zonal
heat inputs, using closed-for expressions of the optimal heat

input functions, we showed how our optimization problem
can be reduced to one of determining the ZHT settings alone.
We further derived a condition under which the problem is
convex, and discussed additional scenarios in which the complexity/dimensionality of the model is significantly reduced.
Our simulations on a realistic model of a 6-zone indoor space
showed that ZHT adaptation is able to attain temperatures
much closer to the desired zonal temperatures, as compared
to the case of no ZHT adaptation. This is particularly the
case when the number of heat (control) inputs is less than the
number of thermal zones. Attaining better zonal temperatures
can come at the cost of increased energy usage. Through a
proper choice of the trade-off parameter a, however, it is
possible to strike a good balance between thermal comfort
provided to occupants in the different spatial zones, and the
overall energy consumed due to heating/cooling of the space.
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